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THIS paper is concerned with the development of a group of 
seaside resorts situated along the northern and north-eastern 

sides of Morecambe Bay. Grange-over-Sands, with a population 
in 1961 of 3,117, is the largest member of the group. The others 
are villages, whose relatively small resident population is 
augmented by visitors during the summer months. Although 
several of these villages have grown considerably in recent 
years, none has yet attained a population of more than approxi 
mately 1,600. Walney Island is, of course, exceptional. Since 
the suburbs of Barrow invaded the island, its population has 
risen to almost 10,000.

Though small, the resorts have an interesting history. All 
were affected, though not to the same extent, by the construction 
of railways after 1846, and in all of them the legacy of the 
nineteenth century is still very much in evidence. There are, 
however, some visible remains and much documentary evidence 
of an older phase of resort development, which preceded by 
several decades the construction of the local railways. This 
earlier phase was important in a number of ways. It initiated 
changes in what were then small communities of farmers, 
wood-workers and fishermen, and by the early years of the 
nineteenth century old cottages and farmsteads were already 
being modified to cater for the needs of summer visitors. 
During the early phase of development a handful of old villages 
and hamlets became known to a select few. The construction 
of railways made these places more readily accessible from the 
northern manufacturing districts and helped to open them to a 
wider public. The fact that growth occurred in old settlements 
explains several features of the bayside resorts at the present 
day, for none has completely outgrown its ancient plan. Even 
in Grange, where the process of transformation is most 
advanced, the influence of the old hamlet is apparent in the 
layout of the modern town.
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ORIGINS

During the first half of the nineteenth century several places 
close to the shores of Morecambe Bay enjoyed a reputation as 
watering-places. With the exception of Morecambe, which 
falls outside the scope of this paper, their visitors were few in 
number compared with those of most resorts farther south along 
the Lancashire coast, for they lay in an isolated corner of the 
country and remote from large centres of population. All were 
situated off turnpike roads and were accessible from outside 
the district only by means of devious and sometimes difficult 
routes. As a visitor to Grange recollected long after the event, 
one of the most memorable features of a holiday there in the 
1840s was a journey by coach across the sands of Morecambe 
Bay.' 1 '

Two of the watering-places, Rampside and Bardsea, were 
in Low Furness, but most of them lay farther east along the 
shores of the Kent estuary at Grange, Milnthorpe, Sandside, 
Arnside, Silverdale and Lindeth. Kents Bank and Flookburgh 
also belonged to this eastern group, though their situation along 
the line of the oversands route ensured for them a certain 
amount of custom unconnected with the seasonal holiday trade.

None was very large. In 1851 the population of Silverdale 
was 240. Arnside does not appear separately in the published 
census returns at this period: the manuscript enumeration 
returns in the Public Record Office reveal a population of 167 
in 1851. Even fewer people lived in Grange, which the 
Westmorland Gazette of February 1849 reported to have a 
population of 98. This figure may be an under-estimate, how 
ever, for when the census was taken in the spring of 1851, before 
the holiday season had begun, Grange village contained 
approximately 130 inhabitants.' 2 ' The total population of 
Grange and the neighbouring hamlets was no more than 260 
in 1851.

A number of holiday visitors were already finding their way 
into the coastal villages by the early years of the nineteenth 
century. One attraction was the mineral spring below Humphrey 
Head known as Holy Well Spa, whose medicinal qualities had 
enjoyed a modest fame for several centuries. In 1816 an analysis 
of its waters was published, and thereafter the spa is mentioned 
regularly in local directories and guide-books. Despite this

111 "Early recollections of Grange", in A. M. Wakefield, Cartmel Priory and 
Sketches of North Lonsdale (1909), pp. 45-8.

121 Public Record Office, H.O. 107/2274. The dispersed nature of the settlements 
in the vicinity of Grange makes precise calculation difficult.
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publicity, Holy Well Spa remained commercially undeveloped. 
There was no accommodation at the spring and visitors were 
compelled to stay in Cartmel, Flookburgh, Kents Bank and 
Grange.' 31 The presence of visitors in these places undoubtedly 
stimulated the growth of the local holiday trade, although the 
precise importance of the spa in attracting people to the district 
is difficult to assess. In June 1836 the Kendal Mercury advertised 
accommodation in Cartmel with the recommendation that it 
lay close to "the Famed Spa at Holy Well", and the proprietor 
of the Kents Bank Hotel used almost identical words in the 
Lancaster Guardian of June 1846. It seems likely that the 
medicinal qualities of the waters continued to attract visitors 
throughout the first half of the nineteenth century, though in 
small and diminishing numbers. 141

Much more important than the spa as an attraction to 
visitors were the opportunities which the district afforded for 
sea-bathing in pleasant surroundings. The happy association 
of an attractive countryside and a picturesque coastline was to 
become a favourite theme of local writers in the second half of 
the nineteenth century, but these attractions were already 
appreciated by many visitors in late Georgian and early 
Victorian times. In 1797 Rampside was described as an 
"excellent place for sea bathing". 151 The Lancaster Gazette 
referred to Grange in January 1842 as a "beautiful Sea-bathing 
Village": this was not a new claim, for the Westmorland 
Gazette had recognised the existence of a bathing season there 
sixteen years earlier. The same paper advertised cottage 
accommodation for sale at Arnside in August 1827 with the 
observation that it was "well adapted for Bathing". A year or 
two later the sands at Low Meathop, which were then open to 
the sea, were described in very similar terms, as were those on 
the other side of the Kent estuary at Milnthorpe Sandside. 161 
In the 1830s Silverdale was receiving an "increasing influx 
of visitors... as a Sea-bathing place", and the demand for 
accommodation and building plots in the village was said 
to be forcing up the price of land. 17 '

131 Jonathan Otley, A Concise Description of the English Lakes and adjacent 
Mountains (1834 ed.), p. 94; Edward Baines, History, Directory, and Gazetteer 
of the County of Lancaster, Vol. I (1824), p. 595. For an account of the Spa see 
Henry Barber, Holywell Spa, Lancashire (1870).

141 Lindsey Aspland, A Guide to Grange-over-Sands, N.D. [c. 1866], p. 42; 
Westmorland Gazette, 30 December 1876.

151 J. L. Hobbs, "The Journal of John Wilson Soulby", Cumb. & West. Ant. 
& Arch. Soc. T., Vol. 60 (1960), p. 158.

161 Kendal Chronicle, 20 August 1831; Wm. Parson and Wm. White, History, 
Directory, and Gazetteer of Cumberland and Westmorland (1829), p. 610.

(') Lancaster Gazette, 18 July 1835, 10 September 1836.
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The secluded nature of the settlements round the bay was an 
attraction in itself to many visitors. Lindeth and Silverdale were 
places of "rural retirement" hidden away in the limestone hills 
near the coast. Although only ten miles distant from Lancaster, 
they were sufficiently remote from that town to be described by 
Mrs. Gaskell in 1858 as "wild".' 81 Bardsea's charm lay chiefly 
in its "rusticity" and freedom from crowds, while Rampside 
was praised because it was "retired [and] exceedingly cheap". (9>

Despite its growing popularity as a holiday district, the area 
changed little in outward appearance. Some villa residences 
were built together with a number of cottages designed as 
summer retreats, but these were still few in number. The thirty- 
one scattered houses that comprised the hamlet of Arnside in 
1851 were occupied principally by farmers and agricultural 
workers, hoop-makers and one or two families whose livelihood 
was gained from the sea. Grange consisted of "detached white 
cottages". One or two of these housed retired persons from 
outside the district, but Grange had attracted few strangers of 
this kind by 1851. (10)

Most visitors to these and similar places round the bay 
found accommodation in farmhouses and in furnished cottages, 
which were frequently taken for the season. Many of the 
early visitors to Grange stayed in cottages (Plate 12). A farm 
house at Low Meathop received structural alterations in 1831 
to accommodate visitors, and at least one farmstead in Silverdale 
was modified for the same purpose in the decade 1830-40. (11) 
Most of the accommodation was plain, though a few hotels 
advertised more elaborate comforts. Through the Westmorland 
Gazette the Crown Hotel, Grange, offered customers "good 
Beds . . . decent Furniture and a daily supply of salt and fresh 
water" during the bathing season of 1826 (Plate 13). The 
Britannia Hotel, Silverdale, supplied bathing machines for the 
use of guests in 1846, and, by providing baths indoors, made it 
possible for visitors to bathe in salt water without venturing 
on to the beach. (12)

The watering-places catered for a rather exclusive clientele. 
Rampside was visited by the gentry of Furness; Grange and

181 Jane Whitehill (ed.), Letters of Mrs. Gaskell and Charles Eliot Norton, 
1855-1865 (1932), p. 22.

'" A Guide to Grange (reprinted from the Kendal Mercury, 1848), p. 112; 
Cyrus Redding and others, An Illustrated Itinerary of the County of Lancaster 
(1842), p. 332.

1101 Public Record Office, H.O. 107/2442 (for Arnside) and 107/2274 (for 
Grange); A Guide to Grange (1848), p. 3.

1111 Kendal Chronicle, 20 August 1831; Lancaster Gazette, 19 November 1836.
1121 Lancaster Guardian, 31 January 1846. The Britannia is now the Silverdale 

Hotel.
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Silverdale were "genteel" resorts, and none was crowded. 1131 
The only place which appears to have attracted holidaymakers 
in large numbers, and where there is any hint of the existence of 
a popular resort is Milnthorpe Sandside, close to the turnpike 
road between Kendal and Lancaster and within easy reach of 
the inhabitants of both these towns.

In the absence of visitors' lists, it is not possible to determine 
precisely the origins of visitors during these early years. It is 
clear, however, that most of those of local origin came from 
Ulverston, Kendal and Lancaster, and it is probable that these 
outnumbered all other visitors. South Lancashire provided 
most of the visitors from outside the district. (14)

INFLUENCE OF RAILWAYS

In the 1840s most visitors from the south bound for places 
beyond the Sands approached their destination by one of two 
routes. The first took them across the bay from Hest Bank to 
Kents Bank in the Cartmel peninsula, while the other brought 
them to the same area via Milnthorpe, Levens Bridge and Lin- 
dale. The first of these routes, though much the shorter, was not 
free from hazard: the second was necessarily circuitous since the 
lowest bridge over the Kent was at the head of the estuary. As 
a writer in the Ulverston Advertiser pointed out in October 1852, 
it was hardly surprising under the circumstances that the 
coastal districts were not as well known as they deserved to be.

The first areas to be affected by the building of railways lay at 
the eastern and western extremities of the bay. The opening of 
the Lancaster and Carlisle railway in 1846 facilitated access to 
Silverdale and Arnside from stations at Carnforth and Miln 
thorpe respectively, but its greatest effects were felt at 
Milnthorpe Sandside, which was closer to the railway than 
either of the other watering-places. It was not long before 
visitors to Sandside began to arrive off the trains, some after 
travelling on cheap excursion tickets from Lancaster. After the 
opening of the Preston and Wyre railway in 1840 a steamer 
service was run for a time between Fleetwood and Bardsea. 
After 1848 there was a regular service between Fleetwood and 
Piel Pier (Fig. 12). (15) Many of those who came by sea went on

(13) A Sentimentalist, A Trip to Fur ness (1845), p. 28; Lancaster Gazette, 
18 July 1835, 21 January 1837; Wakefield, op. cit., p. 45.

1141 Aspland, op. cit.. p. 3; Hobbs, op. cit., passim; Lancaster Gazette, 23 March 
1867; Ulverston Advertiser, 14 October 1852.

I15 > Wm. White, Furness Folk and Facts (1930), p. 99; Charles M. Jopling, 
Sketch of Furness and Cartmel (1843), p. 3; Kendall MSS (ZK 49), Barrow 
Reference Library.

M
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from Bardsea to Ulverston or travelled from Rampside on the 
newly-opened Furness Railway to view the ruins of Furness 
Abbey. The general effect of the steamer services and railways 
was to make this corner of Low Furness more widely known. 
"Since the completion of the Furness Railway, Rampside has 
increased in importance . . . many visitors cross from Fleetwood 
for the day," a contributor to the Guide to Grange observed in 
1848. Visitors also came by steamer from Morecambe.

'. '-Winder me re.'.; ;.;.' .' : v.'; 'J:''J

Crown Copyright Reserved.

Figure 12. RAILWAYS AND RESORTS

KEY: CD Silverdale; ® Sandside; ® Arnside; (D Grange; ©Rents Bank; 
@ Cark; © Furness Abbey; ®Lake Side; © to Whitehaven; ®: to Penrith;

® to Skipton.

The Cartmel peninsula remained difficult of access, however, 
and it was only with the completion in August 1857 of the 
Ulverston and Lancaster railway that its isolation began to be 
broken down and that some of the most attractive parts of the 
north Lancashire coast were placed within easy reach of 
visitors. 1161 The new line (Plate 14) passed through, or very close 
to, all the watering-places on the Kent estuary. Silverdale, 
Grange and Kents Bank were provided with stations from the 
opening of the line, and after 1858 most passenger trains 
stopped at a temporary station at Arnside. A permanent

1161 The general background to the railway schemes in this district is described 
in J. D. Marshall, Furness and the Industrial Revolution (1958) and J. Melville and 
J. L. Hobbs, Early Railway History in Furness (1951).
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station was provided there in the following year. 117 ' The 
construction in 1867 of a railway between Carnforth and 
Wennington placed the district in direct communication with 
the industrial areas of the West Riding. Grange could now be 
reached in about seven hours from London and three hours 
from Leeds, Manchester and Liverpool.

Although both the Furness and the Diversion and Lancaster 
companies were interested principally in mineral traffic they 
were aware that the district offered considerable scope for 
developing a holiday passenger traffic as well, and, by arrange 
ment with other railway companies, excursion trains were run 
to places on the bay. A considerable handicap to the develop 
ment of a residential holiday traffic was the lack of accommod a- 
tion in the small coastal villages. The directors of the Ulverston 
and Lancaster company were naturally pleased to learn in 1859 
that accommodation for visitors was being erected in places 
along the line where hitherto there had been very little. 1181 
Most of the new accommodation was built privately, although 
the railway companies made some contribution themselves. 
At Grange a large hotel was built by the Grange Hotel Company 
Ltd., a body in which the Furness company had a financial 
interest and whose board of directors included James Ramsden, 
the general manager of the Furness Railway. (19) The new hotel 
was opened in the summer of 1866 in spacious grounds near 
Grange station. The railways also contributed to the making 
of Grange in other ways. An area of salt-marsh, which was 
enclosed by the railway embankment, was laid out by the 
Furness company as an ornamental garden in 1866, at the same 
time that a short length of promenade was constructed. (20) 
There is little doubt that the proximity of Grange to the more 
popular parts of the Lake District earned for the resort preferen 
tial treatment from the railway company. Throughout the 
second half of the nineteenth century Grange enjoyed a more 
frequent train service than the other Kent-side watering-places, 
whose inhabitants complained that while the interests of Grange 
were fostered by the Furness company theirs were neglected. (21 >

' 17 > Directors' Minutes (Ulverston and Lancaster Railway), 10 July and 
11 October 1858 (ULR/1/2, British Transport Historical Records, London); 
Bradshaw's Guide (1858-9).

I18) Westmorland Gazette, 5 March 1859.
us) Westmorland Gazette, 12 September 1863; Directors' Minutes (Furness 

Railway), 8 and 14 February 1866, 22 May 1872 (FUR 1/4, British Transport 
Historical Records, London). The company also had an interest in the Furness 
Abbey Hotel.

(20) Westmorland Gazette, 12 May 1866; Ulverston Advertiser, 23 July and 
27 August 1868.

1211 Typical comments occur in Ulverston Mirror, 26 August 1875 and Lancaster 
Gazette, 1 July 1876.
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The population of Grange and district increased considerably 
after 1857. Where there had been about 260 people and 70 
houses in 1851 there were, according to the Westmorland 
Gazette, more than 200 houses and 1,200 people in April 
1877. By the 1891 census the population had increased to 1,733, 
and by 1901 it stood at nearly 2,000. Visitors' lists suggest that 
no more than 150 persons stayed in Grange at the height of the 
season in the late 'sixties, but in 1877 the Westmorland Gazette 
estimated numbers in Grange and the immediate vicinity of the 
resort at between 500 and 600. At the end of the century the 
newly-formed Grange Urban District usually contained about 
500 residential visitors during the summer months, as well as an 
unknown number of day trippers who came mostly from towns 
in Lancashire and Yorkshire. These places also supplied most 
of the residential visitors.

The construction of the Ulverston and Lancaster line along 
the edge of the bay effectively shut off Grange village from the 
sea, thus confining the new villas, lodging-houses and shops to 
the limestone slopes on the landward side of the railway. Their 
growth was not planned: they spread along the old village 
paths, some of which were widened and straightened, and along 
the road that linked Grange with Cart Lane and Kents Bank. 
Many of the new buildings replaced old cottages in what is now 
Main Street. In due course new roads were laid out along the 
hill sides above the village and houses were built along these. 
The ornamental gardens, the grounds of the Grange Hotel and 
of Yewbarrow Lodge, a large private residence, presented an 
effective barrier to building, and together they still provide an 
open and attractive setting at the station end of the town. The 
face of the village was transformed. Most of the new houses 
were designed to be used as lodging-houses; their architectural 
styles were foreign to the village. Terraces of three-storied 
houses were erected, the more pretentious of which were 
trimmed with red sandstone or gritstone and given exotic 
names. Large detached houses also began to appear as Grange 
gained favour as a residential resort. (22)

The church of St. Peter, which had been built for the Anglican 
congregation in 1853, was soon too small for the needs of the 
village and was enlarged. Between 1876 and the end of the 
century Wesleyan Methodists, Congregationalists and Roman 
Catholics all founded places of worship in Grange. Administra 
tive changes were also made during this period. Grange lay

1221 I am greatly indebted to Mr. George Dodgson, of Grange, for allowing 
me to see part of his collection of old photographs, some of which show Grange 
as it was shortly after the arrival of the railway.
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within the township of Broughton East. In 1872 Broughton 
became part of the newly-formed Ulverston Rural Sanitary 
Authority. The growing village of Grange soon obtained a 
greater measure of control over its own affairs, however, for in 
1874 a separate Local Board District was formed with Grange 
as its principal inhabited place. One of the first tasks of the 
Grange Local Board was to provide an adequate supply of 
domestic water for the village. Hitherto water had been obtained 
from a spring in the ornamental gardens and from rainwater 
tanks, but in 1877 a supply was piped from the Silurian fells near 
Newton. Grange enjoyed a considerable reputation as a health 
resort, and after 1880 several hydropathic establishments, 
convalescent homes and hospitals were opened in the vicinity. (23)

But most of the amenities associated with the popular resorts 
of the period were absent. A promenade was completed only in 
1904. Two piers were built, but they were rudimentary structures 
and were designed for the use of the Morecambe boats rather 
than as an attraction in themselves. Even bathing was often 
uncomfortable. The vagaries of the Kent channel, which were 
eventually to deter even the Morecambe vessels, exposed in 
turn on the foreshore limestone, shingle and mud. The less 
flattering guide-books advised intending visitors to the beaches 
to carry slippers. Grange "is not gay, not fast, not boisterous, 
nor overcrowded," a writer observed in 1867, "it has neither 
bathing vans nor donkeys ... its attractions are situation, walks, 
excursions, dry soil, mild climate." (24) It is largely on these 
qualities that Grange has continued to rely as a resort since 
1900.

Similar changes took place elsewhere round the bay. Despite 
a serious deterioration in bathing facilities at Silverdale during 
the second half of the nineteenth century due to a shift in the 
channel of the Kent, the village continued to attract new 
residents and a number of residential and day visitors. Silver- 
dale's population had risen to 343 in 1871 and was almost 600 
by the end of the century. Most of the new growth took the 
form of an expansion of the village along a network of narrow, 
winding tracks close to the sea (Fig. 13).

At Arnside, where access to the village was greatly improved 
by the construction of a new road to Sandside in 1867 and by 
the opening of the Arnside and Hincaster railway in 1876, 
houses were built facing the estuary; thus greatly altering the

'"' B. Bradshaw, Bathing Places and Climatic Health Resorts (1894), p. 139; 
J. Burney Yeo, Climate and Health Resorts (1885 ed.), p. 105; Grange Visitor, 
24 Mav 1889.

1241 Westmorland Gazette, 16 March 1867. But cf. Ulverston Mirror, 21 July 
1860, where bathing machines are mentioned at Grange.
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Figure 13. THE CHANGING FACE OF SILVERDALE

Top: 1st edition 6" Ordnance Survey, first issued 1848, then reissued 
with the railway of 1857 added.
Bottom: 6" Ordnance Survey published in 1893.
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form of the settlement, which had extended hitherto along 
pathways which led to fording points across the sands (Fig. 14). 
There were fourteen houses along the front in 1873, where 
there had been only two or three in 1857. Of the fourteen, 
eleven were lodging-houses. (25) Arnside's population, which 
had risen to between 200 and 250 by 1878, had reached about 
500 by the end of the nineteenth century.

Of the other watering-places along the shores of the Kent, the 
least fortunate were Meathop and Milnthorpe Sandside. The 
silting and subsequent reclamation of the sands behind the 
embankments of the Ulverston and Lancaster railway eventually 
put an end to sea-bathing at Meathop. At Sandside, the Arnside 
and Hincaster railway occupied potential building sites near the 
shore and was responsible for the extension of unsightly lime 
stone workings close to the front.

On the other side of the bay the growth of Barrow affected 
old resorts and led to the development of a new one. More than 
47,000 people lived in Barrow in 1881, and it was inevitable 
that their presence should make itself felt along the coast. Some 
Barrow families took rooms in Rampside and in resorts farther 
east during the summer months. At least one Grange hotel 
found it worth while to advertise regularly in the Barrow Herald 
at the end of the century. But for the great majority of Barrow's 
population holidays in hotels were unknown. They were not 
entirely deprived of the pleasures of a visit to the seaside, how 
ever, for Walney Island lay close to the town, and from about 
the middle of the century Barrow workers regularly crossed the 
Walney Channel to the island and spent their leisure hours on 
Biggar High Bank. Following a series of incidents in which the 
local farmers tried to prevent the townsmen from using the 
Bank, the commoners were eventually bought out by Barrow 
Corporation and in 1883 Biggar Bank was formally opened as a 
public recreation ground. (26) Unlike most of the resorts on the 
north side of the bay, Walney thus became intimately associated 
with a large local urban community, and its visitors were almost 
entirely derived from the nearby town, of which it now forms an 
integral part.

By the end of the nineteenth century a fairly clear distinction 
had emerged between the western group of resorts and those

(25) Tithe plan of Beetham (1839), County Hall, Kendal; W. Bretton, A 
History of Arnside, Part 2 (privately printed 1956), p. 15; Kendal Union Rural 
Sanitary Authority Minute Book, November 1873. (The R.S.A. books are in the 
offices of the South Westmorland R.D.C., Kendal.)

1261 The story of the acquisition of Biggar Bank is described by J. D. Marshall 
in North-Western Evening Mail, 9, 16, and 23 September 1949. See also Barrow 
News, 15 May 1883.
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Miles

Figure 14. THE CHANGING FACE OF ARNSIDE

Top: 6" Ordnance Survey published in 1862. 
Bottom: 6" Ordnance Survey published in 1899.
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around the Kent estuary. In Low Furness only Bardsea, 
scenically well endowed and too far from Barrow to attract 
crowds from that town, remained fashionable. Most of the 
Kent-side villages enjoyed an enhanced reputation both as 
middle-class residential settlements and seaside resorts.

The coastal settlements are again passing through a phase of 
rapid change. Some large detached Victorian houses have been 
divided into flats and their grounds utilised as buildings plots for 
new houses. Many have ceased to be private residences. A new 
influx of residents has been accompanied in some places by 
physical changes on a scale comparable with those of the 
nineteenth century. These changes, however, properly form the 
subject of a separate study.


